The dual algorithm
The schematic drawing in Figure 1 . shows a conceptual idea of the dual algorithm. Reference wavefields are computed at a grid coarser than the imaging grid with algorithms of high accuracy and the intermediate wavefields are computed by fast interpolation between the reference wavefields with appropriate correction for static phase-shift and focusing phase-shift. The dual algorithm used in this paper is a combination of a 50-m large-step PSPI integral algorithm plus a linear interpolation inversely weighted by the distance from the intermediate levels to the reference depth levels. More mathematical details of the dual algorithm can be found in Mi and Margrave (2001, this volume) .
Nonstationary wavefield extrapolation from topography
For less complex media and relatively small topographic variation, recursive wavefield extrapolation can be approximately replaced by a single step nonstationary wavefield extrapolation with not only x-depdendent velocities, but also x-dependent extrapolation step size (Margrave and Yao, 2000) . For example, a PSPI nonstationary redatuming algorithm can be formulated as the PSPI integral
with the nonstationary wavefield extrapolator ( )
Note the velocity function is replaced by an average interval velocity function and the extrapolation step size is also replaced by a x-dependent depth step function h(x). Plus and minus signs denote backward and forward extrapolation.
Note equation (1) is a large-step algorithm, however the average velocity is used for both static phase-shift and the focusing term. According to the large-step extrapolation algorithm (Mi and Margrave, 2001 , this volume), equation (2) can be split into a static phase-shift and a focusing phase-shift term. The extrapolation can be written as
, where static Φ is the static phase shift defined as
and the nonstationary focusing phase shift operator can be written as
where both the average and the mean velocities are computed from the depth function to a flat datum.
For more severe topography variation and lateral near surface velocity variation, an accurate large-angle propagator is desired. Equation (1) can be applied recursively with the x-dependent depth step function being a slice of the overall topography z(x) in each step, however with a spatial mute function applied to eliminate the extrapolated wavefield where the topography is below the extrapolation depth. Muted data is replaced by the recorded wavefield for the next step. For a large-step PSPI implementation, the thinner the slice is, the more accurate the algorithm is. For a PSPI implementation, each step of extrapolation can be written as, 
) ( x z ψ denotes the wavefield recorded on the topography
The extrapolation depth step function in the nonstationary phase-shift operator (equation 5) is now defined as ) 
and z(x) is the topography. Figure 2 shows a zero-offset forward extrapolation of 11 impulses through a complex velocity model. The impulses are place uniformly at the bottom of the model and receivers are placed at each x location on the topography. Forward modeling is done by recursive PSPI integral extrapolator with a step size of 4 m. The velocity model has a maximum of 100% lateral velocity variation and roughly 110 m topography relief within a 750 m distance.
Comparison of the backward extrapolation with large-step PSPI extrapolation algorithm with the recursive PSPI integral algorithm shows how robust the large-step algorithm is. Figure 3 shows the inverse extrapolation with the recursive 4-m step PSPI integral and large-step algorith with various step sizes. Note that the quality of the focal points only degrades slightly when the step size is increased to 80 m.
Depth imaging from topography with dual algorithm
Depth imaging from topography with the dual algorithm is a natural extension of the large-step nonstationary wavefield extrapolation redatuming algorithm. Intermediate wavefields can be computed by linear interpolation of the vertical-time-shifted reference wavefield with lateral muting function applied. Figure 4 shows a complex velocity model that is typical for the northeastern British Columbia mountainous region. Steep thrust fault planes, complicated folds, large topographic relief (~2000 m) and complex surface velocity presents imaging challenges. Synthetic seismic data was generated with finite-difference modeling (Gray and Marfurt, 1995) . The data simulates split-spread acquisition geometry. It has 481 traces in each shot gather and 2000 samples in each trace, at an sample rate of 4 ms. Figure 5 shows a shot gather located in the middle of the model. Figure 6 . shows the shot gather in Figure 5 after migration. The distance between the reference wavefields was 50 m. Figure 7 shows the common-image-point stack and Figure  8 is a zoomed version of the upper left part of Figure 7 . Note both the large-scale structures and the small-scale near surface image are well imaged.
Discussions and conclusions
Nonstationary phase-shift operators can simultaneously deal with the topography and large near-surface velocity variation. Computational efficiency is improved by largestep extrapolation. Intermediate images are computed by simple, fast interpolation between reference wavefields. The algorithm can be made model-driven, with the extrapolation step-size being dependent on the complexity of the velocity model. 
